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Substrate competition is a common mode of microbial interaction in natural environments.
While growth properties play an important and well-studied role in competition, we here
focus on the influence of motility. In a simulated two-strain community populating a
homogeneous two-dimensional environment, strains competed for a common substrate
and only differed in their chemotactic preference, either responding more sensitively to
a chemoattractant excreted by themselves or responding more sensitively to substrate.
Starting from homogeneous distributions, three possible behaviors were observed
depending on the competitors’ chemotactic preferences: (i) distributions remained
homogeneous, (ii) patterns formed but dissolved at a later time point, resulting in a
shifted community composition, and (iii) patterns emerged and led to the extinction of
one strain. When patterns formed, the more aggregating strain populated the core of
microbial aggregates where starving conditions prevailed, while the less aggregating
strain populated the more productive zones at the fringe or outside aggregates, leading
to a competitive advantage of the less aggregating strain. The presence of a competitor
was found to modulate a strain’s behavior, either suppressing or promoting aggregate
formation. This observation provides a potential mechanism by which an aggregated
lifestyle might evolve even if it is initially disadvantageous. Adverse effects can be avoided
as a competitor hinders aggregate formation by a strain which has just acquired this
ability. The presented results highlight both, the importance of microbial motility for
competition and pattern formation, and the importance of the temporal evolution, or
history, of microbial communities when trying to explain an observed distribution.
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INTRODUCTION
Microbial life populating natural habitats such as soils is usu-
ally found to be abundant and of astonishingly high diversity.
The fate of an individual cell is hence not only determined by
its abiotic environment but also by the presence of cells which
might share its metabolic profile, or differ significantly. As a
result, a multitude of ecological interactions is thought to shape
microbial communities (Hibbing et al., 2010; Faust and Raes,
2012) and with it the essential ecosystem services they provide,
from the local recycling of nutrients to global elemental cycles.
The analysis of microbial co-occurrence patterns has provided
evidence that—opposed to cooperation—competition between
co-occurring microbes is the more common mode of interac-
tion in both, natural environments (Chaffron et al., 2010) and the
human gut microbiome (Levy and Borenstein, 2013). Laboratory
experiments with bacterial strains isolated from aquatic environ-
ments support this hypothesis (Foster and Bell, 2012). Hence,
microbial species of similar metabolic capacity often share a habi-
tat and compete for common resources including nutrients and
space.
While growth kinetics are clearly an important factor in com-
petition, other physiological traits such as motility can play
an equally important role. For example, it was shown in a
theoretical study that in the presence of nutrient gradients an
inferior growth phenotype can be compensated for by a supe-
rior chemotactic response (Kelly et al., 1988). Chemotaxis is
the ability of microbial cells to detect chemical gradients in
their environment and to align their flagella or pili mediated
locomotion along such gradients. This capacity allows them to
seek out locations providing favorable growth conditions and to
avoid toxic environments. A large number of compounds has
been identified that act as chemoattractants including sugars,
amino acids, oxygen, nucleotides, and vitamins (for a compre-
hensive list relevant to Pseudomonas see Sampedro et al., 2014).
Chemotaxis influences microbial transport in saturated porous
media (Ford and Harvey, 2007) and can enhance bioremedi-
ation as many pollutants act as chemoattractants (Marx and
Aitken, 2000; Pandey and Jain, 2002). Besides responding to
chemical gradients imprinted on their environment by abiotic
factors such as preferential flow paths, microbial cells have also
been reported to react chemotactically to compounds which are
secreted by the cells themselves. This behavior enables the for-
mation of bacterial aggregates (Mittal et al., 2003; Park et al.,
2003) and might offer survival benefits. Similar to biofilms,
an aggregated lifestyle might provide advantages during fluctu-
ating environmental conditions and protects against predation
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(Hahn et al., 2000; Corno and Jurgens, 2008). Enhanced resis-
tance to antibiotics has been reported (Butler et al., 2010), and
antibiotics can even induce co-aggregation (Corno et al., 2014).
Furthermore, close physical proximity allows for the efficient uti-
lization of excreted products including extracellular enzymes that
break down complex molecules for microbial uptake (Folse and
Allison, 2012) and siderophores for iron scavenging (Kümmerli
et al., 2014).
Microbial systems featuring chemotactic microbes have exten-
sively been modeled mathematically (Tindall et al., 2008).
However, only few studies considered the case that bacteria
respond to more than one chemoattractant. Diverse spatio-
temporal patterns from homogeneous distributions and inho-
mogeneous static patterns to traveling waves were observed if
bacteria are assumed to respond simultaneously to substrate and a
self-excreted compound as two chemoattractants (Saragosti et al.,
2010; Centler et al., 2011; Curk et al., 2013; Gharasoo et al., 2014).
We consider such a case in this theoretical study and explore
its consequences for competition in a two-species community.
While the relation between chemotaxis and growth (Kelly et al.,
1988; Yan et al., 2014), and trade-offs between growth rate and
yield, or growth rate and substrate affinity have been consid-
ered before (Gudelj et al., 2007), this study focuses on a trade-off
regarding motility only. Cells of two motile bacterial strains shar-
ing the same growth phenotype (i.e., identical maximum specific
growth rates, yields and substrate affinities) compete in a two-
dimensional environment for a common substrate. Strains only
differ in their chemotactic preference, either being more attracted
by the self-excreted chemoattractant or by the substrate. The
complexity of chemotactic pathways (Porter et al., 2011) makes
the existence of strains featuring a broad range of chemotac-
tic responses plausible. At the extreme ends of the chemotactic
preference range, strains follow an aggregated or a highly motile
lifestyle, comparable to behavioral strategies which have been
reported for recently speciated populations of marine bacteri-
oplankton sharing similar growth and chemotactic capabilities.
While one species attaches itself to nutrient-rich particles and
forms biofilms, the other remains motile and hence can respond
more rapidly to the arrival of new nutrient particles (Yawata et al.,
2014).
While abiotic heterogeneities certainly modulate microbial
interactions (Vos et al., 2013; Gharasoo et al., 2014), we focus
in this study on a homogeneous environment, so that observa-
tions can be directly attributed to microbial properties. The aim
of this study is to analyze the impact of chemotactic preference
as a microbial motility phenotype on competition in a simu-
lated two-strain community. In the absence of growth advantages
and abiotic heterogeneities: How does the chemotactic prefer-
ence influence community fate and spatio-temporal distribution
patterns, and what is an optimal strategy?
MATERIALS AND METHODS
MODEL DESCRIPTION
An established model developed for microbial growth and motil-
ity in a one-dimensional domain (Centler et al., 2011) and subse-
quently expanded to two dimensions (Gharasoo et al., 2014) has
been adapted for the present study.
Microbial cells’ biomass is assumed to grow in dependence of
substrate availability followingMonod kinetics with an additional
term for maintenance:
dX
dt
= μ S
KM + SX − mX, (1)
with X referring to the cells’ dry biomass [g], maximum specific
growth rate µ [1/h], substrate concentration S [g/l], Monod con-
stant KM [g/l], and maintenance rate term m [1/h]. Substrate
is supplied to the domain by a generic release process (e.g.,
dissolution) and consumed by bacteria:
dS
dt
= λ (Sin − S) − μ S
KM + SX
1
Y · V , (2)
with additional parameters λ [1/h] characterizing the substrate
supply rate, maximum concentration of substrate in the aque-
ous phase Sin [g/l], yield factor Y [g dry biomass/g substrate]
and habitat volume V [l]. The non-trivial steady state at which
biomass and substrate become constant are obtained by setting
Equations (1) and (2) to zero:
X∗ = λ · Y · V · KM ·m + Sin (m − μ)
m (m − μ) , S
∗ = KM · m
μ − m . (3)
As described previously (Centler et al., 2011; Gharasoo et al.,
2014), bacterial motility is assumed to be driven by three pro-
cesses. First, an active, undirected movement of the bacteria is
modeled as Fickian diffusion with a diffusive bacterial flux of
JD = −D · ∇p, with bacterial diffusion coefficient D and num-
ber of bacterial cells p. Second, bacteria respond to gradients in
substrate concentration and direct their movement toward higher
concentrations. This is implemented in the model by the chemo-
tactic flux Js = χs·p · ∇S, in which χs defines the chemotactic sen-
sitivity of the bacteria with respect to substrate gradients. Thirdly,
bacteria respond to chemicals which are emitted by themselves.
For simplicity, these emitted chemicals are not modeled explic-
itly, and instead this behavior is implemented as a chemotactic
flux which depends directly on the bacterial population gradi-
ent with Jp = χ · p · ∇p, with chemotactic sensitivity parameter
χ . Note that when later two bacterial strains are considered, this
flux will depend on the total population as excreted chemoattrac-
tants are assumed to be common amino acids such as aspartate or
glycine which are produced and sensed by both strains. Substrate
is supplied throughout the full domain homogeneously (i.e., λ
and Sin are constant in space) and is assumed to diffuse freely in
the domain with diffusion coefficient Ds. The full model is then
described by two partial differential equations:
∂p
∂t
= D · ∇2p − χs · ∇ ·
(
p∇S)− χ · ∇ · (p∇p)+ plocal, (4)
∂S
∂t
= DS · ∇2S + Slocal, (5)
with plocal and slocal referring to the dynamics as defined by the
growth model in Equations (1) and (2), respectively. Bacterial
aggregation triggered by chemotaxis to bacteria can lead to
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unrealistic large bacterial densities. To avoid this, cells may
not invade locations where bacterial density has exceeded a
threshold Xthr .
Different microbial strains are considered which share iden-
tical growth characteristics and differ only in their chemotactic
behavior. Hence, only the chemotactic sensitivities to substrate
and bacteria aremodified to define a novel strain in themodel.We
assume that the ability to respond more sensitively to one attrac-
tant comes at the expense of sensitivity toward the other, implying
a trade-off. To make one strain not more motile than the other we
keep the total chemotactic flux of bacteria constant for all strains.
(One strain being more motile than the other would imply that
it directs more energy toward motility at the expense of growth,
violating our assumption of identical growth phenotypes.) For
a reference set of chemotactic sensitivities χ
ref
s and χ
ref , the
total chemotactic flux is given by p · (χ refs · ∇s + χ ref · ∇p). For
given representative gradients in bacteria ∇pr and substrate ∇sr ,
this flux is kept constant if for a desired chemotactic sensitivity
to bacteria χ , the chemotactic sensitivity to substrate is chosen
according to:
χs = χ refs +
(
χ ref − χ
)
· ∇p
r
∇sr . (6)
We select typical values as reference values with χ
ref
s = 1.3 ×
10−3 cm2/s (Berg and Turner, 1990) and χ ref = 5.0 × 10−9 cm2/s
(Centler et al., 2011). As representative gradients are difficult to
define, we instead select desired end points in which one chemo-
tactic sensitivity is set to zero and the other is set to the two-fold
reference value, or vice versa, leading to ∇pr/∇sr = 260. In this
way we define strains that cover a broad range of chemotactic
preferences from responding solely to substrate gradients (χs =
2.6 × 10−3 cm2/s, χ = 0 cm2/s), to responding solely to bacterial
gradients (χs = 0 cm2/s, χ = 1.0 × 10−8 cm2/s). We identify the
chemotactic preference of a strain by referring to its chemotac-
tic sensitivity to bacteria, which implies a corresponding unique
chemotactic sensitivity to substrate via Equation (6). By conven-
tion, the first strain of the community is always assigned with
the higher affinity to bacteria and is referred to as the more
aggregating strain.
INDIVIDUAL-BASED MODEL IMPLEMENTATION
Space is discretized into a two-dimensional regular grid with a
spacing of x in both directions. Periodic boundary conditions
are employed, such that the spatial simulation domain resembles
a torus. Each grid location represents a habitat of volume x3
and is available for colonization by bacterial cells. An operator
splitting approach is used in which in each time step of length t
first, bacterial growth is simulated followed by the simulation of
bacterial motility and substrate diffusion. For microbial growth,
Equations (1) and (2) are solved using the fourth-order Runge-
Kutta method at each spatial location separately. Microbial cells
are individually characterized by their biomass Xi where i identi-
fies a particular cell. Instead of solving one differential equation
for each individual cell, it is sufficient to solve Equation (1) defin-
ing the fate of the total population X as all cells share identical
growth kinetics and the fate of an individual cell is linked to the
fate of the total population via dXidt = dXdt · XiX . If the total biomass
changes from time t to t+t by Xt , the biomass of cell i is hence
changing by Xt · Xi(t)X(t) .
Bacterial cells are dividing if their biomass exceeds a biomass
threshold Xmax. On cell division, the original cell is replaced by
two daughter cells of the same strain (having identical param-
eter values for chemotaxis). While the sum of both daughter
cells equals the biomass of the dividing cell, cell division is not
fully symmetric. The deviation from a symmetric division is ran-
domly drawn from a normal distribution with standard deviation
Xmax/10. If cell biomass decreases below a threshold Xmin, set to a
value slightly below Xmax/2, the cell dies and is removed from the
simulation.
Microbial motility is governed by a stochastic approach in
which probabilities to remain at a location or move to one of
the eight neighboring locations are calculated based on Equation
(4) as described previously (Gharasoo et al., 2014). After calcu-
lating the movement probabilities at all locations, cells are moved
between locations according to these probabilities. If the move-
ment of a cell would lead the biomass in the target location to
exceed the threshold Xthr , the cell is not transferred but remains
in its current location. To avoid priority effects, at each time step
a random location sequence is selected according to which cell
migration is performed. As the last step, substrate diffusion is
simulated by employing the standard central difference scheme.
Parameter values for microbial growth were chosen to reflect a
fast growing microbial species such as Escherichia coli growing on
glucose (Kreft et al., 1998). All model parameters are summarized
in Table 1.
PATTERN FORMATION THRESHOLD IN MIXED BACTERIAL
POPULATIONS
A mathematical analysis of the spatial model in one dimension
revealed that for spatial patterns to emerge, the chemotactic sen-
sitivity to bacteria χ had to exceed a threshold χT given by the
quotient of the bacterial diffusion coefficient D and the steady
state number of cells p∗ in a habitat (Centler et al., 2011):
χT = D
p∗
. (7)
Two-dimensional model runs revealed that this condition is only
mandatory but not sufficient for pattern formation as both pat-
terns and homogeneous distributions were observed above this
threshold (Gharasoo et al., 2014).
For a bacterial population consisting of two strains only differ-
ing in chemotactic sensitivities, this condition can be expanded
as follows. If the first strain always features a higher (or equal)
chemotactic affinity toward bacteria than the second (χ1 ≥ χ2),
the share of the more aggregating strain on the total population is
then given by:
f := p1
p1 + p2 , (8)
with p1 and p2 referring to the number of cells of the first and
second strain. We select an initial population composition f0
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Table 1 | Model parameters.
Parameter Value Unit Reference/Remarks
Maximum specific growth rate μ 1.23 1/h Kreft et al., 1998
Monod constant Km 2.34 × 10−3 g/l Kreft et al., 1998
Yield factor Y 0.4444 g dry biomass/g substrate Kreft et al., 1998
Maintenance m 0.016 1/h Kreft et al., 1998
Substrate inflow rate parameter λ 216 1/h
Maximum substrate concentration Sin 3.0 × 10−4 g/l chosen to be approx. 10 × S*
Spatial discretization x 5 × 10−3 cm
Habitat volume V 1.25 × 10−10 l
Simulation domain size 0.5 × 0.5 mm × mm 1 × 1 for selected scenarios
Temporal discretization t 0.1 s
Biomass at cell division Xmax 1.45 × 10−13 g dry biomass Kreft et al., 1998
Minimum cell biomass Xmin 0.7 × 10−13 g dry biomass
Substrate diffusion coefficient Ds 9 × 10−6 cm2/s Berg, 1983
Bacterial diffusion coefficient D 5.19 × 10−6 cm2/s Berg and Turner, 1990
Chemotactic sensitivity toward substrate (reference) χ refs 1.3 × 10−3 cm2/s Berg and Turner, 1990
Chemotactic sensitivity toward bacteria (reference) χ ref 5.0 × 10−9 cm2/s Centler et al., 2011
Range of chemotactic preference (χs, χ ) (2.6 × 10−3, 0)−(0, 1.0 × 10−8) (cm2/s, cm2/s)
Threshold for bacterial immigration Xthr 1.0875 × 10−9 g dry biomass (Approximately 10.000 cells)
and initialize the model with a homogenous distribution of both
strains, ensuring that the model is at steady state in each loca-
tion (p(x, y) = p∗ = p1+ p2, S(x, y) = S∗). If the second strain
shares the chemotactic preference of the first (χ2 = χ1), the situ-
ation resembles the situation of a monoculture. In this case, the
pattern formation condition Equation (7) applies. If the second
strain is not chemotactically attracted to bacteria at all (χ2 = 0),
the second strain cannot contribute toward the tendency to form
patterns, leaving only the first strain to initiate pattern forma-
tion. However, its cell count at steady state is smaller than p∗
with p∗1 = f0 · p∗. This leads to the pattern formation threshold
for the first strain which also depends on the initial community
composition f0:
χT1 =
D
f0 · p∗ . (9)
If the second strain has a chemotactic sensitivity between these
two extreme cases, the actual threshold will be somewhere
between the thresholds defined by Equations (7) and (9) (shaded
area in Figure 1). To obtain an estimate, we use the ratio of the
chemotactic sensitivities as a weight applied to the two extreme
cases, yielding:
χT1 =
(
1 − χ2
χ1
)
· D
f0 · p∗ +
χ2
χ1
· D
p∗
. (10)
By setting χT1 to χ1 and solving for χ2, this equation can be used
to provide an approximate delineation of regions in parameter
space spanned by χ1 and χ2 for which homogeneous bacterial
distributions and for which spatial patterns can be expected for
a given initial community composition f0.
FIGURE 1 | The presence of a second, less aggregating bacterial strain
(f0< 1) increases the threshold for pattern formation with respect to
the chemotactic sensitivity toward bacteria χT1 of the first strain. Lines
indicate the extreme cases that the second strain has either a zero
chemotactic sensitivity to bacteria (χ2 = 0) or shares the sensitivity of the
first strain (χ2 = χ1). Except for the first extreme case, an increasing share
of the less-aggregating strain (smaller f0-values) requires a stronger
chemotactic sensitivity of the more aggregating strain for the onset of
pattern formation. The threshold is located in the gray area for 0 < χ2 < χ1.
SCENARIO SELECTION AND ANALYSIS
The model is always initialized with homogeneous distributions
of bacterial cells and substrate, with cell numbers and substrate
concentration given by the steady state of the growth model.
Assuming the average cell mass to be Xavg = 3/4 Xmax, the steady
state values are p∗ = X∗/Xavg = 2.02 × 10−10 g/Xavg = 1856 cells
and S∗ = 3.08 × 10−5 g/l. Unless stated otherwise, the bacte-
rial community is initially consisting of both strains with equal
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share (f0 = 0.5). We cover all three cases that both, neither, or
only one strain features a chemotactic sensitivity to bacteria
above the threshold for pattern formation in monocultures. In
the last case, pattern formation might also depend on the ini-
tial community composition, as Equation (9) indicates. For these
scenarios, additional simulation runs with f0 = 0.3 and f0 = 0.7
were performed.
All simulations covered a simulated time span of 2 weeks,
which was sufficient for all scenarios except for two to settle in
a stable final state. For the remaining two, the final state could be
assessed reliably after an additional week of simulation time. To
characterize the spatial distribution of bacterial biomass within
the simulation domain, we compute the standard deviation of
total cell numbers across all locations at a given time point.
Low numbers will indicate homogeneous distributions where all
locations share similar cell counts, while high numbers indicate
heterogeneous distribution patterns. To inspect spatio-temporal
patterns in detail, selected scenarios were additionally run using a
larger simulation domain. All figures were created using the freely
available Gnuplot plotting program, Version 4.6.
RESULTS
THREE SPATIO-TEMPORAL BEHAVIORS: HOMOGENEOUS
DISTRIBUTIONS, TRANSIENT PATTERNS, AND PERMANENT PATTERNS
All simulated scenarios could be classified into three basic behav-
iors according to the temporal evolution of the bacterial distribu-
tion heterogeneity (Figure 2). Starting from a homogeneous state,
bacterial distributions either remained homogeneous (denoted
as “homogeneous”), or patterns emerged at an early time point
with two different levels of heterogeneity. In lower heterogeneity
scenarios (denoted as “weak pattern”), patterns abruptly dis-
solved at a later time point resulting in a final homogeneous
bacterial distribution. Scenarios with a high level of heterogeneity
(denoted as “strong pattern”) were found to typically remain in
this heterogeneous state, although in a few cases a switch back to
a homogenous state occurred later on.
Whenever the bacterial distribution becomes inhomogeneous,
a drop in substrate consumption rates occurred, which was more
severe for strong patterns (Supplementary Figure 1). This behav-
ior has been observed before and can be explained by bacteria
being drawn to locations of high bacterial densities and vacat-
ing locations where substrate is available, but can no longer be
consumed (Centler et al., 2011).
The explicit spatio-temporal bacterial distribution patterns
also varied significantly for the distinct behaviors (Figure 3).
While homogeneous runs retained a homogeneous distribution
of bacterial cells throughout the simulation, for weak pattern
runs bacterial aggregates formed early but then slowly shrank
and disappeared over a time span of usually 3 days, with some
weak patterns lasting for up to a week (Figure 2). In both,
homogeneous and weak pattern scenarios, bacterial cells were
populating the full simulation domain. In contrast to this, in
strong pattern scenarios all cells were absorbed in aggregates.
Typically, aggregate assemblages underwent rearrangements in
which aggregates fused with others. In few cases, aggregates also
shrank and disappeared over time as in the case of weak pat-
tern runs. All homogeneous and transient pattern runs resulted
in a final homogeneous state in which the total biomass con-
centration reached the steady state levels given by the growth
model.
FIGURE 2 | Temporal evolution of spatial heterogeneity of the
biomass distribution (computed as the standard deviation of
total cell numbers over all locations, on a logarithmic scale)
for all 29 simulated two-strain scenarios with initially
homogeneously and equally distributed strains (f0 = 0.5) which
only differed in their chemotactic preference. Three distinct
trajectories can be distinguished (colors) and refer to different
pattern formation behaviors.
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FIGURE 3 | Spatio-temporal evolution of bacterial distribution for
different behaviors (rows), showing typical examples. While the full
domain is populated by microbial cells for homogeneous (A) and weak
pattern runs (B), all cells are absorbed in aggregates for strong pattern runs
(C,D). Aggregates either shrink and dissolve (B,C) leading to homogeneous
final states, or undergo rearrangements but do not vanish completely (D).
The three distinct behaviors could be clearly matched to
regions in the parameter space spanned by the chemotactic
preferences of the first and the second strain (Figure 4). If
both chemotactic sensitivities to bacteria were below the pat-
tern formation threshold in monocultures χT , homogeneous
bacterial distributions resulted. As expected, this region of homo-
geneous behavior extends beyond this threshold, with Equation
(10) providing a reasonable estimate. For higher chemotactic
sensitivities to bacteria, inhomogeneous bacterial distribution
patterns emerged and the second strain’s chemotactic sensitiv-
ity was decisive for the resulting behavior. For low sensitivities
of up to 1 × 10−9 cm2/s, weak patterns emerged, while strong
patterns emerged for higher sensitivities. If the second strain’s
chemotactic sensitivity was only slightly above the threshold
separating weak and strong pattern behavior, strong patterns
occasionally dissolved over time resulting in a final homoge-
nous bacterial distribution. When the second strain’s chemo-
tactic sensitivity to bacteria exceeded the pattern formation
threshold in monocultures, strong patterns were found to be
stable.
COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE OF THE LESS AGGREGATING STRAIN
When aggregates form during weak and strong pattern behav-
ior, the two microbial strains segregate and populate different
zones. The more aggregating first strain is solely present in aggre-
gates. For weak pattern behavior, the second strain is present
throughout the simulation domain and features a peak along
aggregate fringes (Figure 5). For strong patterns, the second
strain is also absorbed by aggregates where it mainly popu-
lates the fringe. Substrate levels in unpopulated regions almost
reach the inflow concentration Sin(Figure 5). In aggregate cores,
substrate concentrations feature local minima, leading to more
substrate input at the cores due to higher release rates (Equation
2), and a higher diffusive flux. Even this increased substrate
input, however, cannot support the high biomass concentrations
within the aggregates. Hence, for weak patterns bacterial biomass
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FIGURE 4 | Pattern formation behavior for two-strain communities of
strains differing in their chemotactic preference (given by their
chemotactic sensitivities to bacteria χ1, χ2). Initially, both populations
are homogeneously initialized in the simulation domain with equal share
(f0 = 0.5). For the gray shaded area, homogeneous bacterial distributions are
expected (Equation 10). For solid symbols, red borders indicate that patterns
dissolve at some time point, resulting in a final homogeneous state. Red lines
indicate pattern formation thresholds in monocultures.
FIGURE 5 | Aggregate architecture for weak (A–D) and strong pattern
behavior (E–H). Spatial distribution of cells of the more aggregating first
(A,E) and the less aggregating second strain (B,F), spatial distribution of
substrate concentration (C,G), and spatial distribution of rate of change
of total biomass (D,H) after 2 days of simulated time. Parameter values
were χ1 = 8 × 10−9 cm2/s and χ2 = 1 × 10−9 cm2/s for weak pattern
behavior and χ1 = 8 × 10−9 cm2/s and χ2 = 2 × 10−9 cm2/s for strong
pattern behavior.
decreases within aggregates while it increases outside aggregates.
For strong patterns, biomass decay is restricted to the aggre-
gate core, while growth occurs along the aggregate fringe where
substrate concentrations are sufficiently high (Figure 5).
As zones of biomass decay are predominantly populated by the
first strain while the second strain mainly populates the produc-
tive zones, a continuous shift of overall community composition
toward the second strain occurs over time whenever microbial
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aggregates are present (Figure 6). As cells are starving in aggre-
gates, respectively aggregate cores, they shrink and finally die
resulting in a loss of biomass. The freed space is, however, quickly
re-occupied by cells which immigrate from the productive zones
being drawn to high cell densities. This balance between decay of
biomass in starvation zones and the replenishing bacterial influx
from the productive surroundings allows the biomass concentra-
tion in aggregate cores to remain at a constant high level, even
if aggregates shrink in size as in the weak pattern scenarios. The
bacterial flux toward aggregate cores leads to a slow replacement
of cells of the first by cells of the second strain. In the weak pat-
tern scenarios, at some point the number of cells of the more
aggregating first strain is no longer large enough to maintain the
integrity of the aggregate and it starts to dissolve, giving way to
a homogeneous distribution of both cell types. This occurs typi-
cally at approximately 3 days and halts the ongoing shift in overall
community composition (Figure 6).
In strong pattern scenarios the second strain’s chemotactic
sensitivity to bacteria is above, or close to the pattern formation
threshold in monocultures. Hence aggregates do not disintegrate
once they are dominated by the second strain; the first strain
simply becomes fully replaced. This strain replacement without
aggregate dissolution was even observed in two cases in which the
chemotactic sensitivity of the second strain was below the pattern
formation threshold in monocultures. This usually led to aggre-
gate dissolution and a final homogeneous bacterial distribution
in which the fraction of the first strain was, however, very small in
comparison to the homogeneous distributions which unfolded in
the weak pattern scenarios (Figure 6).
Overall, the less aggregating strain had a competitive advan-
tage whenever patterns emerged. Long term coexistence was
possible whenever the second strain’s chemotactic sensitivity to
bacteria was low (Figure 7). For homogenous behavior, the initial
community composition was maintained, while for weak pat-
terns, a shift toward the second strain occurred. If the second
strain had a chemotactic sensitivity to bacteria above the pattern
formation threshold in monocultures, the second strain was even
able to fully replace the first strain.
IMPACT OF INITIAL COMMUNITY COMPOSITION
Additional simulation runs with an initial dominance of the less
aggregating second strain (f0 = 0.3) and a dominance of the
more aggregating first strain (f0 = 0.7) confirmed that the initial
community composition influences the appearance of transient
patterns (Supplementary Figure 2). When the more aggregating
strain was in the minority, its chemotactic sensitivity to bacte-
ria required higher values to enable pattern formation. When it
dominated the initial community composition, a lower sensitivity
was sufficient for the onset of pattern formation. The theoretical
expectation for homogeneous behavior given by Equation (10)
was found to match the numerical simulation results reasonably
well (Supplementary Figure 2).
DISCUSSION
In this study we considered the effect of differences in the motil-
ity phenotype onmicrobial competition in a simulated two-strain
community populating a homogeneous environment. Strains
shared identical growth characteristics and overall motility and
only differed in their chemotactic preference: compared to a refer-
ence strain, a strain could be more attracted to self-excreted com-
pounds, making it more likely to form aggregates, at the expense
of sensitivity toward substrate, or vice versa. When defining a
FIGURE 6 | The temporal evolution of the community composition (f, denoting the fraction of the more aggregating first strain) is characteristic for
the different pattern formation behaviors (colors).
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FIGURE 7 | Final community composition (f, denoting the fraction of the
more aggregating first strain, recorded at day 14) for two-strain
communities of strains differing in their chemotactic preference. Long
term coexistence with the initial community composition f0 is possible for
homogenous behavior (shaded area, f∞ = f0) or if strains have identical
chemotactic preferences (1:1 line). Beyond homogeneous behavior,
coexistence with a dominating second strain is possible for low chemotactic
sensitivities of the second strain (0 < f∞ < f0). For high chemotactic
sensitivities, the first strain becomes extinct (f∞ = 0). For scenarios marked
with “∗,” f continued to decrease after 14 days.
selection of strains with varying chemotactic preferences in this
way and letting pairs of strains compete, individual-based simula-
tion runs indicated that only two long term behaviors were possi-
ble: either homogeneous bacterial distribution patterns emerged
with both strains coexisting, or bacterial aggregates formed and
the less aggregating strain outcompeted the more aggregating
strain.While absent in monocultures, transient patterns appeared
in two-strain communities as a novel qualitative behavior. When
aggregates were present, the less aggregating strain had a compet-
itive advantage as it mainly populated productive zones while the
more aggregating strain was restricted to zones characterized by
starvation conditions. Consequently, the total community com-
position continuously shifted toward the less aggregating strain
until either patterns vanished or the more aggregating strain
became extinct. Hence, the existence of patterns, even if only tran-
sient in nature, had a strong influence on the final community
composition.
For monocultures, a threshold for the chemotactic sensitivity
to bacteria had been identified before above which spatial pat-
terns emerged (Centler et al., 2011). Here, we find as expected that
permanent patterns in two-strain communities emerged if both
strains had chemotactic sensitivity values above this threshold,
while homogeneous distributions emerged if both sensitivities
were below the threshold. If one strain featured a value above
the threshold while the other below, the formation of patterns
was found to also depend on the initial community composition.
The influence of both, the initial community composition on pat-
tern formation, and of pattern formation on the final community
composition highlight the importance of the history of a given
system. An observed homogeneous bacterial distribution can be
both, the result of a stable community composition of strains that
do not form patterns or the result of a community shift during
transient pattern formation.
We considered fast growing and very motile strains in our sim-
ulations in which transient patterns were present for up to a week
and community shifts typically occurred within up to 2 weeks.
For soil systems for which growth and motility can be smaller
by orders of magnitudes, this transient behavior is expected to
also cover equivalently longer time spans. The pattern formation
behavior itself, however, is not expected to be much affected if
we can assume that slower growing strains also invest less energy
in random motility. In this case the ratio D/p∗ remains sim-
ilar, and with it the pattern formation threshold according to
Equation (10).
PATTERN FORMATION IN THE PRESENCE OF A COMPETING STRAIN
The pattern formation behavior of strains in monoculture was
found to be modulated by the presence of a competing strain.
Both cases that pattern formation was suppressed or promoted
by a second strain were observed. For a strain that forms patterns
in monoculture, characterized by having a chemotactic sensitivity
above the pattern formation threshold in monocultures, the pres-
ence of a second strain having a sensitivity below this threshold
led, besides two exceptions, to homogeneous bacterial distribu-
tion patterns in the long term in which both strains coexisted.
Hence, a strain typically forming patterns inmonoculture was not
able to do so in the presence of the second strain. In these runs,
either the bacterial distribution remained homogeneous through-
out the simulation, or transient patterns occurred, depending on
the initial community composition.
The two exceptions showed the opposite behavior, that the
presence of a second strain can help a strain that does not form
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patterns in monocultures to maintain patterns. In two scenar-
ios at the border between week and strong pattern behavior
with χ1 = 4 × 10−9 cm2/s or χ1 = 6 × 10−9 cm2/s and χ2 =
2 × 10−9 cm2/s, strong pattern emerged in which the first strain
was finally fully replaced by the second strain. However, con-
trary to the fact that the second strain was not forming patterns
in monocultures, here it was found able to maintain a pattern,
which had been initiated by the first, more aggregating strain.
While aggregates appeared to be stable over the simulated time
span, random events might trigger their dissolution. No clear
trend could be identified regarding the appearance of homoge-
neous distributions or patterns formed by non-pattern forming
strains along the border between weak and strong pattern behav-
ior. Both, the stability of such aggregates and the conditions under
which they can arise need to be assessed in more detail.
The pattern formation condition assumes an initial homo-
geneous bacterial distribution. Here, the first, more aggregating
strain led to bacterial gradients which allowed the second strain
to form aggregates. An additional aggregate dissolution condition
is required to assess whether a strain, starting from an aggregated
distribution, is able to maintain it or not. Interestingly, stochastic
events are crucial for both the formation of patterns in the model
from homogeneous distributions and the dissolution of patterns
maintained by non-pattern forming strains. In the former case,
starting from homogeneous distributions at steady state, random
fluctuation are required to create gradients which subsequently
are reinforced, resulting in spatial patterns. In the latter case, a
random event in which many cells detach from the aggregate
and leave aggregate cell numbers below a critical threshold might
trigger its dissolution.
COEXISTENCE AND AGGREGATE DYNAMICS
The possibility of coexistence of two competing species has been
assessed considering a trade-off between growth and chemo-
tactic response to the substrate (Kelly et al., 1988), and in the
absence of chemotaxis under the assumption of identical growth
and selecting random motility as the only difference between
competing species (Weisman and Kessler, 2013). In both cases,
heterogeneous environments were considered. For the homoge-
neous environments considered in the present study, coexistence
is rather expected as both strains share the same growth phe-
notype. Nevertheless, transient patterns were shown to shift the
community composition, and for permanent patterns one strain
even became extinct. If both strains are forming patterns in
monocultures, we would have expected to also see coexistence in
the case of permanent patterns, with some aggregates consisting
only of cells of the first strain, while others of the second. The
homogenous initial distribution of both strains, however, seems
to prevent such an outcome. The observation of strain extinc-
tion might hence solely depend on the selected initial conditions
and might not be observed in more realistic scenarios. Indeed, if
considering an unmixed initial distribution of two pattern form-
ing strains, coexistence would be observed on the large scale with
individual aggregates being formed either by the first or the sec-
ond strain. For the other cases, an unmixed initial state would
not lead to further insights: if both strains are not forming pat-
tern, they would simply mix over time. In case only one strain is
pattern forming, the other would mix into the aggregates formed
by the first strain and start to cause their disintegration, as has
been observed in our simulations.
Whenever aggregates formed, the less aggregating strain pop-
ulated the productive fringe zone while the more aggregating
population was restricted to the aggregate core, where starv-
ing conditions prevailed. This architecture of a productive fringe
zone surrounding a zone characterized by high bacterial density
but low productivity resembles the typical situation in a biofilm
(Serra et al., 2013). While cells at the fringe have access to ambi-
ent substrate concentrations, growth in the biofilm’s interior is
limited due to the diffusive flux of the leftover substrate from the
fringe. In our model, cells in aggregate cores shrank and died due
to the starvation conditions. This allowed cells in the produc-
tive fringe zone to invade the core as they were chemotactically
attracted to the high bacterial density core zone. For permanent
patterns, this process continued until the second strain fully pop-
ulated both the core and the fringe zone, completely displacing
the first strain. Despite the model’s simplified representation of
a microbial system, such a phenomenological behavior has been
observed in an experimental system, although being driven by a
different mechanism. Planktonic swimming bacteria were shown
to infiltrate biofilm structures by burrowing deep tunnels (Houry
et al., 2012). These tunnels increased mixing within the biofilm
and exposed it to ambient concentrations of both substrate and
potentially toxic substances. For a swimming bacterium produc-
ing an antimicrobial compound, the eradication of the biofilm
and the successive colonization by the swimming bacterium was
observed.
OPTIMAL STRATEGY AND EVOLUTIONARY IMPLICATIONS
In scenarios where transient or permanent patterns occurred,
the less aggregating strain always increased its share on the total
population. From this observation the optimal strategy can be
easily deduced: be equally or less aggregating than the competing
strain. This strict rule can be relaxed for scenarios where homo-
geneous bacterial distributions were maintained throughout the
simulation. In these cases, the initial community composition
was maintained, indicating no competitive advantages, although
chemotactic preferences varied for both strains. If one strain
does not form patterns in monoculture, the competing strain
can feature higher chemotactic sensitivities of at least up to the
pattern formation threshold in monocultures, and depending
on the initial community composition even beyond. As long as
no patterns emerge, chemotactic preference has no influence on
competitiveness.
These findings have implications for the evolution of the abil-
ity to form aggregates in our model. If we assume that the
chemotactic preference is the only trait affected by evolutionary
forces, we first consider the consequences for a pattern forming
strain. If a subpopulation evolves that features a higher chemotac-
tic sensitivity to bacteria, it will be outcompeted by the ancestor
population. If however, a subpopulation with a lower chemo-
tactic sensitivity evolves, it will replace the ancestor population.
This process repeats itself until the new subpopulation has a
chemotactic sensitivity below the threshold for pattern forma-
tion in monocultures. In this case, both populations coexist in
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a homogeneous distribution. As a result, a pattern forming strain
will always tend to lose this ability in our model. But can this abil-
ity evolve from a strain which is not forming patterns in the first
place? Starting from amonoculture having a chemotactic sensitiv-
ity below the pattern formation threshold, slightly higher or lower
sensitivities might occur by random genetic drift, having no effect
on the competitiveness of the respective cells as long as the result-
ing bacterial distribution remains homogeneous. As the region
of homogeneous behavior extends beyond the pattern formation
threshold in monocultures in the presence of a second strain, also
values beyond this threshold can occur by neutral evolution. If
cells having such chemotactic sensitivities become spatially sepa-
rated from the community, for example by advective transport or
random motility, they as a monoculture will then have the ability
to form aggregates.
While the ability to form aggregates can arise by chance in
our model, to maintain this ability, it must provide a benefit.
This is, however, not the case in our model and on the con-
trary, aggregating strains become fixed to their aggregates, while
non-aggregating strains remain free to explore the space outside
aggregates, providing an ecological advantage (Picioreanu et al.,
2007). If an aggregated lifestyle provides a benefit, for example
more effective substrate utilization or enhanced resistance to envi-
ronmental stress, the evolution and maintenance of this ability
will naturally become much more likely. If however, this ben-
efit is the result of an adaptive evolutionary process requiring
first individual cells to reach high densities over prolonged time
periods, our model indicates how such an aggregated lifestyle
might evolve. The ability to form aggregates arises by chance
in a subpopulation of an ancestor population. The presence
of the ancestor population, however, prevents actual aggregate
formation and its associated negative effects. Only after spatial
separation from the ancestor population, an aggregated lifestyle
unfolds. The initial disadvantage of increased competition due to
high cell densities can then be more than compensated for if a
social, co-operative lifestyle evolves.
While our simplified model indicates a mechanism by which
an initially disadvantageous trait can evolve, natural evolution is
certainly much more complex, acting on many microbial traits
simultaneously instead of the one considered here, and operates
in the context of spatial heterogeneities and temporal fluctuations
which were equally neglected in this study. While the model’s
simplifications and focus on selected aspects allow for a clear
identification of principles and cause and effect, their ultimate
relevance must be assessed in the context of the full complexity
of the natural system.
CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
Using a model that simplifies many aspects of natural envi-
ronments we analyzed the impact of motility characteristics on
competition and pattern formation in two-strain microbial com-
munities. Results indicated that motility aspects, here the chemo-
tactic preference which was varied from strain to strain, have a
major impact on microbial distribution patterns and on the tem-
poral evolution of community compositions. Simulations showed
how the behavior of strains in monoculture was modulated
by the presence of a second strain, indicating that interactions
beyond direct substrate competition were influencing the com-
munity fate. These gave rise to transient patterns as a novel
qualitative behavior which was not observed in monocultures.
Hence, mixed systems can display amore complex dynamic reper-
toire which might not be predictable from results obtained for
monocultures.
While for monocultures, the ability to form patterns from ini-
tially homogeneous bacterial distributions was only depending on
the random bacterial motility and the steady state bacterial den-
sity (Equation 7), for mixed two-strain communities this ability
additionally depended not only on the other strain’s chemotactic
sensitivity to bacteria, but also on the initial community com-
position (Equation 10). With the latter potentially giving rise to
transient patterns, these results highlight the importance of the
history of a community when analyzing a given bacterial distri-
bution. An observed stable coexistence could both be the result
of an initially stable or unstable community, with the latter hav-
ing undergone a shift in community composition. Additionally,
in two cases the transient presence of a second strain was required
to generate the final bacterial distribution. In these cases, the
observed final distribution could not have been explained with-
out knowledge on the community’s history, as no trace of the
transient presence of the second strain was left.
Considering fast growing bacterial strains of high motility in
our model, steady states were usually reached in 1–2 weeks. In
natural environments, where growth and motility are expected
to be orders of magnitudes smaller, relaxation times will accord-
ingly be longer. Comparing these with typical frequencies of
disturbances such as rain events, natural systems might often
never reach a steady state. When experimentally following the
fate of a community in natural environments, our findings indi-
cate that taking samples at different times over long time periods
is mandatory to capture the potentially slow dynamics of these
systems.
While competition for substrate was the only direct species
interaction considered in the model, with both species featur-
ing identical growth phenotypes, the model is flexible enough to
accommodate other interactions, for example the production and
effect of antibiotics. Along these lines, the importance of random
motility for biodiversity in the presence of cyclic interactions has
been assessed, albeit in the absence of chemotaxis (Adamson and
Morozov, 2012). Abiotic heterogeneity can also be considered, for
example if substrate is only supplied at certain locations in the
domain, leading to more pronounced substrate gradients. Such a
scenario would more resemble the situation of preferential flow
paths in the subsurface. Abiotic heterogeneities have been con-
sidered in the context of competing growth strategies (Stolpovsky
et al., 2012), and their interplay with patterns formed by chemo-
tactic bacteria has been explored before (Gharasoo et al., 2014).
Going beyond static heterogeneities, the location of substrate sup-
ply could also be varied over time. The departure from static
environmental conditions would dramatically change the rele-
vance of motility aspects and likely has profound consequences
for microbial competition. Finally, results obtained here led to
hypotheses regarding the evolution of microbial behavior. By
incorporating random variations in bacterial parameters dur-
ing cell division, these are readily testable and can be refined in
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follow-up simulation studies. The chosen individual-based mod-
eling approach is an excellent opportunity to investigate questions
relating to microbial evolution, providing hypotheses which are
subsequently testable in laboratory experiments.
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